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Stick FigureA Diary of My Former SelfSimon and Schuster
Weighing in at sixty-seven pounds, twenty-five-year-old graduate student and anorexic Josie finds herself recovering
from her disorder at a treatment center, where she rages against all forms of treatment
After three years of dating, Anita Jain finally got fed up with the New York singles scene. As her Indian parents continued
to pressure her to find a mate, Jain couldn't help asking herself the question: is arranged marriage really any worse than
Craigslist? Full of romantic chance encounters, nosy relatives, and dozens of potential husbands, Marrying Anita is a
refreshingly honest look at our own expectations and the modern search for the perfect mate.
In this inspiring and cautionary memoir, one of the world's top plus-size models relates her former life as a Size 00 model
and her battles with eating disorders and delivers a universal message about body image, beauty, and self-confidence.
The memoir of an adopted woman who tracked down her birth parents offers a series of poignant, sometimes painful,
letters and journal entries tracing the entire process. Reprint.
The popular Unity minister who authored the acclaimed Discover the Power Within You offers a non-theological, nonritualistic guide to prayer for contemporary seekers of oneness, guidance, and self-regulation.
Go inside the mind of this author as she very candidly writes about her eating illness that almost destroyed her life. The
need to be thin at any cost is a national problem. Many readers will see themselves through the writing of Michelle J.
Bahret. Read about the devastating toll but also how she gained victory, life and real health.
Love's Executioner offers us the humane and extraordinary insight of renowned psychiatrist Irvin D. Yalom into the lives
of ten of his patients - and through them into the minds of us all Why was Saul tormented by three unopened letters from
Stockholm? What made Thelma spend her whole life raking over a long-past love affair? How did Carlos's macho
fantasies help him deal with terminal cancer? In this engrossing book, Irvin Yalom gives detailed and deeply affecting
accounts of his work with these and seven other patients. Deep down, all of them were suffering from the basic human
anxieties - isolation, fear of death or freedom, a sense of the meaninglessness of life - that none of us can escape
completely. And yet, as the case histories make touchingly clear, it is only by facing such anxieties head on that we can
hope to come to terms with them and develop. Throughout, Dr Jalom remains refreshingly frank about his own errors and
prejudices; his book provides a rare glimpse into the consulting room of a master therapist. 'Dr Yalom demonstrates once
again that in the right hands, the stuff of therapy has the interest of the richest and most inventive fiction' Eva Hoffman,
New York Times 'These remarkably moving and instructive tales of the psychiatric encounter bring the reader into novel
territories of the mind - and the landscape is truly unforgettable' Maggie Scarf 'Love's Executioner is one of those rare
books that suggests both the mystery and the poetry of the psychotherapeutic process. The best therapists are at least
partly poets. With this riveting and beautifully written book, Irvin Yalom has joined their ranks' Erica Jong 'Dr Yalom offers
a valuable insight into the delicate process of therapy' Sunday Telegraph 'Dr Yalom is unusually honest, both with his
patients and about himself' Anthony Storr 'Yalom is a gifted storyteller, and from the sound of these tales, a no-less-gifted
psychotherapist' Los Angeles Times
Excellent guides to hundreds of terms used in Greek, Roman, Medieval, and Renaissance architecture, with index to
illustrations identifying cathedrals, castles, parish churches. "Relevant and practical." — Clem Labine's Traditional
Building.
"A documentary filmmaker and daughter of the late, great New York Times columnist David Carr celebrates and wrestles
with her father's legacy in a raw, redemptive memoir."--O: The Oprah Magazine "A breathtaking read . . . a testimony
equal parts love and candor. David would have had it no other way."--Ta-Nehisi Coates, bestselling author of Between
the World and Me NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY GLAMOUR AND MARIE CLAIRE Dad: What
will set you apart is not talent but will and a certain kind of humility. A willingness to let the world show you things that you
play back as you grow as an artist. Talent is cheap. Me: OK I will ponder these things. I am a Carr. Dad: That should
matter quite a bit, actually not the name but the guts of what that name means. A celebrated journalist, bestselling author
(The Night of the Gun), and recovering addict, David Carr was in the prime of his career when he suffered a fatal collapse
in the newsroom of The New York Times in 2015. Shattered by his death, his daughter Erin Lee Carr, at age twentyseven an up-and-coming documentary filmmaker, began combing through the entirety of their shared
correspondence--1,936 items in total--in search of comfort and support. What started as an exercise in grief quickly grew
into an active investigation: Did her father's writings contain the answers to the question of how to move forward in life
and work without her biggest champion by her side? How could she fill the space left behind by a man who had come to
embody journalistic integrity, rigor, and hard reporting, whose mentorship meant everything not just to her but to the
many who served alongside him? All That You Leave Behind is a poignant coming-of-age story that offers a raw and
honest glimpse into the multilayered relationship between a daughter and a father. Through this lens, Erin comes to
understand her own workplace missteps, existential crises, and relationship fails. While daughter and father bond over
their mutual addictions and challenges with sobriety, it is their powerful sense of work and family that comes to ultimately
define them. This unique combination of Erin Lee Carr's earnest prose and her father's meaningful words offers a
compelling read that shows us what it means to be vulnerable and lost, supported and found. It is a window into love,
with all of its fierceness and frustrations. "Thank you, Erin, for this beautiful book. Now I am going to steal all of your
father's remarkable advice and tell my kids I thought of it."--Judd Apatow
Determine if your eating behaviors are a problem, develop strategies to change unhealthy patterns, and learn when and
how to get professional help when needed with this practical, engaging guide to taking care of yourself when you are not
a full-blown anorexic. Millions of men and women struggle with disordered eating. Some stand at the mirror wondering
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how they can face the day when they look so fat. Others binge, purge, or exercise compulsively. Many skip meals, go on
diet after diet, or cut out entire food groups. Still, they are never thin enough.While only 1 in 200 adults will struggle with
full-blown anorexia nervosa, at least 1 in 20 (including 1 in 10 teen girls) will exhibit key symptoms of one or more of the
officially recognized DSM eating disorders--anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and binge eating disorder. Many suffer
from the effects but never address the issue because they don't fully meet the diagnostic criteria. If this is the case for
you, then you may be "almost anorexic." Drawing on case studies and the latest research, Almost Anorexic combines a
psychologist's clinical experience with a patient's personal recovery story to help readers understand and overcome
almost anorexia.Almost Anorexic will give you the skills to:Understand the symptoms of almost anorexic;Determine if
your (or your loved one's) relationship with food is a problem;Gain insight on how to intervene with a loved one;Discover
scientifically proven strategies to change unhealthy eating patterns;Learn when and how to get professional help when
it's needed.
Weight has always been a big issue in Carmen's life. Not surprising when her mum is obsessed with the idea that thin
equals beauty, thin equals success, thin equals the way to get what you want. And somehow her daughter is going to be
thin. When her mother sweeps her off to live in the city, Carmen finds her old world disappearing. With everything to gain
and absolutely nothing to lose. Carmen starts to ask: if she was thin, very thin, could it all be different? A new cover
edition of Julia Bell's critically acclaimed YA novel, Massive, published to coincide with the release of Julia's new book,
The Dark Light 'Bell's debut novel is tough, grimy and truthful as it looks at three women in the same family with food
problems' Guardian '. . . boldly yet sensitively explores complex interactions between emotional and nutritional needs . . .
perceptive and disturbing' Bookseller '. . . told with sympathy and humour . . . manages to be enjoyable as well as
thought-provoking' Big Issue
Are You a Lightworker? A Lightworker is someone who has a rare gift: the ability to lend their healing energy to a planet
that is now heavy with fear and negativity. But Lightworkers aren’t necessarily well-known spiritual gurus—they are also
musicians and artists, shopkeepers, accountants, stay-at-home moms, and people you pass on the street. They share
their gifts in many ways; by speaking out for those who have no voice, creating glorious works of art that uplift our planet,
or perhaps writing music that elevates our spirits. But many Lightworkers have forgotten their divine purpose. They live
among us, unaware of who they really are. And we can’t always recognize them or fully understand their special
qualities. But one thing is certain: the Earth is more in need of them than ever before. Here, Sahvanna Arienta—long-time
psychic medium and intuitive advisor with clientele from around the globe—shows how to: Discover the true origin of your
soul Realize your unique gifts Learn how anxiety, depression, or addiction may actually be signs of a Lightworker's highly
sensitive nature Transform you sensitivities into extrasensory perceptions And use these qualities as healing powers
Sahvanna Arienta’s Lightworker will change the way you view yourself and your life’s challenges and to discover your
true place in the world.
'My first serious blackout marked the line between sanity and insanity. Though I would have moments of lucidity over the
coming days and weeks, I would never again be the same person ...' Susannah Cahalan was a happy, clever, healthy
twenty-four-year old. Then one day she woke up in hospital, with no memory of what had happened or how she had got
there. Within weeks, she would be transformed into someone unrecognizable, descending into a state of acute
psychosis, undergoing rages and convulsions, hallucinating that her father had murdered his wife; that she could control
time with her mind. Everything she had taken for granted about her life, and who she was, was wiped out. Brain on Fire is
Susannah's story of her terrifying descent into madness and the desperate hunt for a diagnosis, as, after dozens of tests
and scans, baffled doctors concluded she should be confined in a psychiatric ward. It is also the story of how one brilliant
man, Syria-born Dr Najar, finally proved - using a simple pen and paper - that Susannah's psychotic behaviour was
caused by a rare autoimmune disease attacking her brain. His diagnosis of this little-known condition, thought to have
been the real cause of devil-possessions through history, saved her life, and possibly the lives of many others. Cahalan
takes readers inside this newly-discovered disease through the progress of her own harrowing journey, piecing it together
using memories, journals, hospital videos and records. Written with passionate honesty and intelligence, Brain on Fire is
a searingly personal yet universal book, which asks what happens when your identity is suddenly destroyed, and how
you get it back. 'With eagle-eye precision and brutal honesty, Susannah Cahalan turns her journalistic gaze on herself as
she bravely looks back on one of the most harrowing and unimaginable experiences one could ever face: the loss of
mind, body and self. Brain on Fire is a mesmerizing story' -Mira Bartók, New York Times bestselling author of The
Memory Palace Susannah Cahalan is a reporter on the New York Post, and the recipient of the 2010 Silurian Award of
Excellence in Journalism for Feature Writing. Her writing has also appeared in the New York Times, and is frequently
picked up by the Daily Mail, Gawker, Gothamist, AOL and Yahoo among other news aggregrator sites.
When Andrijka (And-dree-kah) Keller was just 15 years old, she was diagnosed with Bulimia Nervosa Disorder, Major
Depressive Disorder, and Social Anxiety Disorder. Her psychiatrist quickly prescribed her Prozac, to which she would
eventually agree to. Shortly after, she was prescribed four more medications in hopes of 'curing' her. She believes it did
the exact opposite. Andrijka's raw and edgy memoir takes the reader down a rabbit hole in a fast-paced, graphic, and
darkly humorous depiction of recovery, self-acceptance, and what it means to be depressed as a modern teenager.
A beautifully written and riveting look at anorexia from acclaimed author Laurie Halse Anderson. Cassie and Lia are best
friends, and united in their quest to be thin. But when Cassie is found dead in a motel room, Lia must question whether
she continues to lose weight, or choose life instead.
Morgan Menzie takes readers through a harrowing but ultimately hopeful and inspiring account of her eating disorder.
Her amazing story is told through the journals she kept during her daily struggle with this addiction and disease. Her
triumphs and tragedies all unfold together in this beautiful story of God's grace. Features include: daily eating schedule,
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journal entries, prayers to God, poems, and what she wished she knew at the time. It's the true story of victory over a
disease that is killing America's youth.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER A charmingly relatable and wise memoir-in-essays by acclaimed writer and bookseller Mary
Laura Philpott, “the modern day reincarnation of…Nora Ephron, Erma Bombeck, Jean Kerr, and Laurie Colwin—all rolled
into one” (The Washington Post), about what happened after she checked off all the boxes on a successful life’s to-do
list and realized she might need to reinvent the list—and herself. Mary Laura Philpott thought she’d cracked the code:
Always be right, and you’ll always be happy. But once she’d completed her life’s to-do list (job, spouse, house,
babies—check!), she found that instead of feeling content and successful, she felt anxious. Lost. Stuck in a daily grind of
overflowing calendars, grueling small talk, and sprawling traffic. She’d done everything “right” but still felt all wrong.
What’s the worse failure, she wondered: smiling and staying the course, or blowing it all up and running away? And are
those the only options? Taking on the conflicting pressures of modern adulthood, Philpott provides a “frank and funny
look at what happens when, in the midst of a tidy life, there occur impossible-to-ignore tugs toward creativity, meaning,
and the possibility of something more” (Southern Living). She offers up her own stories to show that identity crises don’t
happen just once or only at midlife and reassures us that small, recurring personal re-inventions are both normal and
necessary. Most of all, in this “warm embrace of a life lived imperfectly” (Esquire), Philpott shows that when you stop
feeling satisfied with your life, you don’t have to burn it all down. You can call upon your many selves to figure out who
you are, who you’re not, and where you belong. Who among us isn’t trying to do that? “Be forewarned that you’ll laugh
out loud and cry, probably in the same essay. Philpott has a wonderful way of finding humor, even in darker moments.
This is a book you’ll want to buy for yourself and every other woman you know” (Real Simple).
In a candid and gently humorous memoir, the author describes how, after years of a solid marriage and two children, she
embarked on a plan to reconnect with her husband and to restore intimacy to their relationship by embarking on a plan of
scheduled sex everyday for an entire year. Original.
An eye-opening, funny, painful, and always truthful in-depth examination of modern relationships and a wake-up call for
single women about getting real about Mr. Right. You have a fulfilling job, great friends, and the perfect apartment. So
what if you haven’t found “The One” just yet. He’ll come along someday, right? But what if he doesn’t? Or what if Mr.
Right had been, well, Mr. Right in Front of You—but you passed him by? Nearing forty and still single, journalist Lori
Gottlieb started to wonder: What makes for lasting romantic fulfillment, and are we looking for those qualities when we’re
dating? Are we too picky about trivial things that don’t matter, and not picky enough about the often overlooked things
that do? In Marry Him, Gottlieb explores an all-too-common dilemma—how to reconcile the desire for a happy marriage
with a list of must-haves and deal-breakers so long and complicated that many great guys get misguidedly eliminated. On
a quest to find the answer, Gottlieb sets out on her own journey in search of love, discovering wisdom and surprising
insights from sociologists and neurobiologists, marital researchers and behavioral economists—as well as single and
married men and women of all generations.
Take a Shot! is the incredible true story of how three unlikely partners—world-famous fitness icon Jake Steinfeld, former
Princeton University lacrosse star Dave Morrow, and son of a TV preacher Tim Robertson—broke all the rules and beat all
the odds to create Major League Lacrosse. This book will take you on a roller-coaster ride through the ups and downs of
starting a business—and not just any business, but a professional sports league built around America’s oldest and most
tradition-bound game. Today, Major League Lacrosse is entering its 12th season, and the sport has exploded into the
fastest-growing game in the U.S. But it wasn’t always that way . . . not even close. For four crazy, chaotic years, from
1998 to 2001, Jake, Dave, and Tim faced enormous obstacles and endless challenges in their lonely battle to make their
lacrosse dream come true. From the earliest inspiration—Jake’s chance reading of a magazine article that got the ball
rolling—to the wild search for investors and owners, to the insane setbacks that nearly derailed the league time and time
again, to the emotional and triumphant debut of Major League Lacrosse, Take a Shot! is an action-packed, thrill-a-minute
adventure story. But this book is also about friendship under fire. It tells the tale of three men from vastly different
worlds—Jake, the brash Hollywood icon and driving force behind Major League Lacrosse; Dave, a shy Ivy Leaguer from
blue-collar Detroit and the ultimate fish out of water; and Tim, the son of TV evangelist Pat Robertson and a multimedia
mogul—who teamed up to try the impossible: start a professional sports league from scratch at a time when other leagues
were crashing and burning around them. When Jake recruited Dave to be his partner, neither had any idea what was in
store for them, nor what it took to start something like this (after all, who does?). But they had something more important:
a gut instinct that, from day one, they could always trust each other. And so, with only a handshake, they ignored all the
naysayers who warned them that they were doomed to fail and together built Major League Lacrosse, weathering every
crisis and shrugging off each disaster along the way. And in the process, their partnership evolved into an enduring
friendship, as Jake helped Dave blossom into a big-time entrepreneur, and Dave—at a crucial moment with everything on
the line—came out of his shell and justified Jake’s relentless faith in him.
Jacob is a man with an overwhelming attraction to female feet. The Baroness is a clothing designer and evangelical
sadist. Roy is a wedding band singer entranced by his step daughter. Ron and Laura are simply in love - only Laura lost
both her legs in a car accident, and Ron is beguiled by a beauty many would be blind to. How do we deal with desire?
Our own, and the desires of others? How do we comprehend desires that are extreme, or unacceptable? And how do
those who have them, live with them? In A Map of Desire Daniel Bergner takes us on a journey into human passion
suffered, endured, and celebrated. Desire is a sometimes anarchic, sometimes ecstatic, sometimes destructive,
sometimes redeeming, and always powerful force.Immersing himself in it through the people whose lives he follows and
the scientists he spends time with who are trying to understand it, slowly he exposes and illuminates layers of our
humanity.
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Purge is a beautifully crafted memoir that has a Girl, Interrupted feel. In this raw and engaging account of her months in
rehab, Nicole Johns documents her stay in a residential treatment facility for eating disorders. Her prose is lucid and
vivid, as she seamlessly switches verb tenses and moves through time. She unearths several important themes: body
image and sexuality, sexual assault and relationships, and the struggle to piece together one's path in life. While other
books about eating disorders and treatment may sugarcoat the harsh realities of living with and recovering from an eating
disorder, Purge does not hold back. The author presents an honest, detailed account of her experience with treatment,
avoiding the clichd happily-ever-after ending while still offering hope to those who struggle with eating disorders, as well
as anyone who has watched a loved one fight to recover from an eating disorder. Purge sends a message: though the
road may be rough, ultimately there is hope.
At a time when 81 percent of ten-year-old girls say they are afraid of being fat, early dieting is clearly a widespread
problem. However, the difference between being "just a little too thin" and having a full-blown eating disorder can be hard
for even the most involved parent to distinguish. Dr. Michael Strober and Meg Schneider's Just a Little Too Thin shows
parents how to approach this problem proactively. First, it helps parents determine the severity of a child's weight issues
by outlining the three stages of this slippery slope and the behavioral signs associated with each. The book then gives
expert guidance on talking about weight and eating in ways that help a daughter cope with the emotional issues that feed
her obsession. No matter where a girl rests on the continuum of eating behaviors, Just a Little Too Thin is an invaluable
aid for parents intent on keeping their children emotionally and physically healthy in a world of unprecedented pressures.
Peggy Orenstein, acclaimed author of the groundbreaking New York Times bestsellers Girls & Sex and Schoolgirls,
offers a radical, timely wake-up call for parents, revealing the dark side of a pretty and pink culture confronting girls at
every turn as they grow into adults. Sweet and sassy or predatory and hardened, sexualized girlhood influences our
daughters from infancy onward, telling them that how a girl looks matters more than who she is. Somewhere between the
exhilarating rise of Girl Power in the 1990s and today, the pursuit of physical perfection has been recast as the source of
female empowerment. And commercialization has spread the message faster and farther, reaching girls at ever-younger
ages. But how dangerous is pink and pretty, anyway? Being a princess is just make-believe; eventually they grow out of it
. . . or do they? In search of answers, Peggy Orenstein visited Disneyland, trolled American Girl Place, and met parents
of beauty-pageant preschoolers tricked out like Vegas showgirls. The stakes turn out to be higher than she ever
imagined. From premature sexualization to the risk of depression to rising rates of narcissism, the potential negative
impact of this new girlie-girl culture is undeniable—yet armed with awareness and recognition, parents can effectively
counterbalance its influence in their daughters' lives.
In 1933 while running from a bad situation at home and suspected of having set fire to a barn, fourteen-year-old Ross
finds haven with a loving family which helps him make an important decision.
Traces the historic roots of anorexia nervosa from its emergence during the Victorian era to its pervasiveness in the
twentieth century, and explores the cultural significance of appetite control in women's lives.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Now being developed as a television series with Eva Longoria and ABC! “Rarely have I read a
book that challenged me to see myself in an entirely new light, and was at the same time laugh-out-loud funny and utterly absorbing.”—Katie
Couric “This is a daring, delightful, and transformative book.”—Arianna Huffington, Founder, Huffington Post and Founder & CEO, Thrive
Global “Wise, warm, smart, and funny. You must read this book.”—Susan Cain, New York Times best-selling author of Quiet From a New
York Times best-selling author, psychotherapist, and national advice columnist, a hilarious, thought-provoking, and surprising new book that
takes us behind the scenes of a therapist’s world—where her patients are looking for answers (and so is she). One day, Lori Gottlieb is a
therapist who helps patients in her Los Angeles practice. The next, a crisis causes her world to come crashing down. Enter Wendell, the
quirky but seasoned therapist in whose office she suddenly lands. With his balding head, cardigan, and khakis, he seems to have come
straight from Therapist Central Casting. Yet he will turn out to be anything but. As Gottlieb explores the inner chambers of her patients’ lives
— a self-absorbed Hollywood producer, a young newlywed diagnosed with a terminal illness, a senior citizen threatening to end her life on her
birthday if nothing gets better, and a twenty-something who can’t stop hooking up with the wrong guys — she finds that the questions they are
struggling with are the very ones she is now bringing to Wendell. With startling wisdom and humor, Gottlieb invites us into her world as both
clinician and patient, examining the truths and fictions we tell ourselves and others as we teeter on the tightrope between love and desire,
meaning and mortality, guilt and redemption, terror and courage, hope and change. Maybe You Should Talk to Someone is revolutionary in
its candor, offering a deeply personal yet universal tour of our hearts and minds and providing the rarest of gifts: a boldly revealing portrait of
what it means to be human, and a disarmingly funny and illuminating account of our own mysterious lives and our power to transform them.
A TIMEMAGAZINE MUST-READ BOOK OF THE YEAR The bestselling book that reveals what your therapist is really thinking. Therapist Lori
Gottlieb takes us behind the scenes of her practice -- where her patients are looking for answers, and so is she. She recounts her
experiences with her own therapist, Wendell, and explores the inner lives of her patients -- a self-absorbed Hollywood producer, a young
newlywed with a terminal illness, a depressed senior citizen, and a self-destructive twenty-something -- realising that the questions they are
struggling with are often the same questions she is asking herself. Maybe You Should Talk to Someoneoffers a rare and candid insight into a
profession that is conventionally bound with rules and secrecy.
The author describes his work as a psychoanalyst over a twenty-five year period, describing his efforts to guide his patients to personal
insights into their behaviors and resolutions which can change their lives for the better.
In the city where dining is a sport, a gourmand swears off restaurants (even takeout!) for two years, rediscovering the economical,
gastronomical joy of home cooking Gourmand-ista Cathy Erway's timely memoir of quitting restaurants cold turkey speaks to a new era of
conscientious eating. An underpaid, twenty-something executive assistant in New York City, she was struggling to make ends meet when she
decided to embark on a Walden- esque retreat from the high-priced eateries that drained her wallet. Though she was living in the nation's
culinary capital, she decided to swear off all restaurant food. The Art of Eating In chronicles the delectable results of her twenty-four-month
experiment, with thirty original recipes included. What began as a way to save money left Erway with a new appreciation for the simple
pleasure of sharing a meal with friends at home, the subtleties of home-cooked flavors, and whether her ingredients were ethically grown.
She also explored the anti-restaurant underground of supper clubs and cook-offs, and immersed herself in an array of alternative eating
lifestyles from freeganism and dumpster-diving to picking tasty greens on a wild edible tour in Brooklyn's Prospect Park. Culminating in a
binge that leaves her with a foodie hangover, The Art of Eating In is a journey to savor. Watch a Video
It’s a suburban jungle out there When syndicated columnist Tracy Beckerman trades in her TV job and cool NYC existence for the New
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Jersey suburbs, she doesn’t expect to also trade in her entire identity. But her new life as a stay-at-home mom knocks her for a loop in more
ways than one. From the embarrassment of being ticketed while driving in her bathrobe to the challenge of making friends in the land of big
hair and minivans, Beckerman shares her struggles with self-deprecating humor as she endeavors to reclaim her cool. Beckerman reveals
the universal trials, tribulations, and triumphs of every mom who has to figure out how to stay sane while fishing Barbie heads out of the toilet;
how to laugh when your kid asks the fat cop at the doughnut shop if he’s having a baby; and how to look good when your post-baby butt is
so big you want to hang a “Caution: Wide Load” sign behind you. At once irreverent, hilarious, and keenly observed, Lost in Suburbia is
about what you give up to become a mother—and what you get back.
By adopting the ancient Buddhist practice of mindfulness meditation, we can learn to pay attention to our daily experience and become more
contented and fulfilled by daily activities. Many of us find it difficult to simply appreciate the present moment. We either dwell on the past or
worry about the future, moving mindlessly from one activity to the next. When we are not being mindful, we miss out on small moments that
are often incredibly valuable – be it a beautiful park that we walk through on our journey to work or the taste and texture of a delicious meal.
In mindfulness meditation we pay attention to our ongoing experience whether it is pleasant – such as appreciating a beautiful sunny day;
unpleasant – a disagreement with a loved one; or neutral – doing household chores. This 'Little Pocket Book' is the perfect introduction to
mindfulness and is packed with easy-to-follow tips and suggestions that will allow you to incorporate simple mindful moments into your daily
life.
Living in Beverly Hills in the 1970's, an elevenyearold girl faced the pressures of her environment to be perfect in weight and presentation, yet
when things got out of control, she needed help to return to normal and get a hold of her life once more.
A New York Times political cartoonist and writer presents a collection of his most popular essays and drawings about life and government
hypocrisy, exploring the darkly comic aspects of such topics as falling in love with unlikeable people, managing a friend with outspoken
political views and reacting to a long acquaintance's sex-change operation. By the creator of The Pain--When Will It End?
Moving, harrowing, and ultimately uplifting, Lori Schiller's memoir is a classic testimony to the ravages of mental illness and the power of
perseverance and courage. At seventeen Lori Schiller was the perfect child-the only daughter of an affluent, close-knit family. Six years later
she made her first suicide attempt, then wandered the streets of New York City dressed in ragged clothes, tormenting voices crying out in her
mind. Lori Schiller had entered the horrifying world of full-blown schizophrenia. She began an ordeal of hospitalizations, halfway houses,
relapses, more suicide attempts, and constant, withering despair. But against all odds, she survived. In this personal account, she tells how
she did it, taking us not only into her own shattered world, but drawing on the words of the doctors who treated her and family members who
suffered with her.

"Kristen Glosserman's If It's Not Right, Go Left is an upbeat and approachable lifestyle guide that's structured around eleven
transformative lessons....Her presence fills the pages of the book." —Foreword Reviews Everyone gets stuck sometimes. Whether
it's a personal loss, an aimless career, or a difficult breakup, many people find themselves unsure where to take their next steps.
Kristen Glosserman—goal-setting strategist, life coach, and mother of four—offers wise guidance and direction, using examples
culled from her own inspiring life. In light of her own family tragedy and personal struggles, Kristen formulated a plan to regain
sight of her goals, now made accessible to readers. She heads each section of If It's Not Right, Go Left with a life lesson,
including: Begin. Focus. Commit.Traditions: Honor Them, Create Them, Keep ThemIf It's Not Right, Go LeftLive Directionally Each
chapter builds on the idea that life will happen no matter what, and it's up to us to respond accordingly. Readers will be drawn to
gorgeous illustrations alongside a wealth of constructive lessons in order to accomplish the lifestyle changes they need. If It's Not
Right, Go Left teaches that connection, communication, and collaboration bring change, and it takes only the actionable guidance
offered by Kristen to pivot towards one's achievable goals. PRAISE FOR IF IT'S NOT RIGHT, GO LEFT: "Kristen is a steady,
patient reminder of doing what you can, celebrating the good stuff, and not beating yourself up about what you didn't do. There's
always tomorrow." –Rina Stone, Creative Director of InStyle "If It's Not Right, Go Left is a wonderfully natural direction for
Kristen—a chance to share her guidance and wisdom with all." —Gucci Westman, founder of Westman Atelier "Those who find
themselves in a rut may appreciate the nudges." —Publishers Weekly
Who would have thought a simple bean could do so much? Heirloom bean expert Steve Sando provides descriptions of the many
varieties now available, from Scarlet Runners to the spotted Eye of the Tiger beans. Nearly 90 recipes in the book will entice
readers to cook up bowls of heartwarming Risotto and Cranberry Beans with Pancetta, or Caribbean Black Bean Soup. Close-up
photos of the beans make them easy to identify. Packed with protein, fiber, and vitamins, these little treasures are the perfect
addition to any meal.
Draws on advice from Ivy League medical school professors, best-selling authors and top parenting coaches to offer balanced,
practical advice for child care that emphasizes nurturing, boundaries and structure. Original. 40,000 first printing.
On the face of it, Leslie is a normal, healthy, well-adjusted fourteen-year-old girl. She goes to a good school, has a great friend in
Cavett, and a mother who loves her to the moon and back. She should be happy, yet she's not. She would be, she thinks, if only
she were thinner. But ''thinking thin" becomes a dangerous obsession and Leslie's weight drops to five stone, threatening to
destroy her and the whole fabric of her family life. Only by realizing that this condition is an illness -and one that has its roots in a
deep problem -can Leslie hope to survive.
A collection of short essays on the lighter side of being overweight in America includes David Sedaris's "Fatty Suit," Bill Bryson's
"The Fat of the Land," and Anne Lamott's "My Secret Body," in a volume that includes both original and previously published
works. By the co-editors of What Are You Looking At? Original. 25,000 first printing.
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